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Abstract. Augmented Reality (AR) is seen as a key technology for the develop-

ment of smart manufacturing. Despite the many possibilities and affordances of 

this emerging technology, it is a fairly new technology in industry without wide-

spread adoption. Research indicates that there are many affordances of using this 

technology in industry as well as some challenges. However, there seems to be a 

lack of research on how to evaluate AR in industry. Based on literature and a case 

study, we propose guidelines for evaluating AR based on identified dimensions. 
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1 Introduction 

Augmented Reality (AR) refers to a real-world environment enhanced with computer-

generated information such as sound, video or graphics. AR can be delivered by using 

smartphones, tablets, head-mounted-displays (HMDs) and projectors [12] [14]. The last 

few years, augmented reality technology (AR) has arisen in manufacturing [9] and is 

considered one of the nine enabling technologies that will power the transformation 

supported by Industry 4.0 initiative [4][10][13]. Although industrial augmented reality 

(IAR) is one of the key pillars of the industry 4.0 enablers, adoption levels remain low 

in industry [8]. There also seems to be a lack of research about how to assess IAR in 

real industrial environments, namely the manufacturing shop floor. The lack of litera-

ture on the subject is the genesis for the creation of practical guidelines to evaluate IAR 

by distilling the lessons learnt from the evaluation studies conducted in the HUMAN 

research project over a period of two years.  

This paper is structured with a theoretical background about AR and evaluation of 

IAR, followed by a description of the HUMAN project and lessons learnt from the 

evaluation activities focused on the use of an IAR solution to cognitively augment the 

worker on the shop floor. The paper then distils the lessons into a set of guidelines to 

assist in the evaluation of IAR in real manufacturing work environments. 



2 Theoretical Background 

In this section, we present three categories based on literature to consider when evalu-

ating industrial augmented reality: lab or industrial environment, safety and operability 

challenges and usability and interface. 

2.1 Evaluating AR in industry 

Lab or industrial environment 

Evaluating AR in industry can be conducted in a lab or in a real industrial environment. 

When searching for literature, most of the studies we found was conducted in a lab and 

there seems to be few studies conducted on the shop floor. A survey shows that most 

of the technical studies have been carried out only in laboratory settings, without im-

plementing the AR system in a real context [2]. Most implementations of AR for as-

sembly seems to be carried out in laboratory settings, and AR studies targeting ergo-

nomics issues have previously been entirely carried out in laboratory settings, with real 

case applications still lacking in the literature. Laboratory studies typically represent a 

proof-of-concept of the AR applicability and should be seen as the first step for the 

development of a scalable solution [2].While evaluations conducted outside the lab 

considers the state in which the current system is, evaluations in real environments is 

important because the system should ultimately be used in the real industrial context 

[5].  

Safety and operability challenges 

When evaluating AR in a real industrial context, there seems to be some safety and 

operability challenges that might present a major obstacle, such as working in construc-

tion sites [3]. Changes in worker´s workload, time of the day, and location of the room 

are examples of unquantifiable factors that might skew the findings in the process. In 

addition, gathering data on an active job site for a pilot study presents potential safety 

and financial risks for the contractor when using unproven and untested technologies. 

Also, tracking the environment and accurately displaying the content requires well-lit 

areas and is very sensitive to heavy shadows [3]. 

Usability and interface 

Usability is an essential variable of all Machine-Interface (HMI) when complexity and 

number of functions increase. If a technology is not regarded as easy to use and easy to 

understand, it will not enhance the user´s performances and process at hand and will 

not be accepted by the users [6]. User interface is described as "does not require special 

knowledge to use, user friendly and easy to use, with minimum interactions required", 

and has been identified as one important feature for the future adoption of AR [11]. A 

consequence of evaluating AR with operators is that they might spend more time to 

complete the task in total, especially in the first steps, because they don’t have previous 

experience with the technology and therefore might need time to understand instruc-

tions given in the AR-system [9]. When assessing usability, it is important that usability 

is measured relative to the chosen group of users within the specified scope of tasks [6]. 



 

The System Usability Scale (SUS) has been used to measure usability [6], others have 

added questions to a questionnaire based on NASATLX [9] and formulated a hypothe-

sis and conducted a post-experiment questionnaire to evaluate ease of use, satisfaction 

level, and intuitiveness for each instruction mode [12]. The ultimate desired state of an 

IAR system that prove its usability, is if the system was deployed to the end-users and 

is being used without requiring constant presence of the developers. It is also important 

evaluate if the AR system is developed with input of industrial partners. This is an 

important factor as it usually introduces a level of reality to a prototype [5].  

3 HUMAN Project 

The HUman MANufacturing (HUMAN) project was an European H2020 project aimed 

to develop a platform that is contextually aware of the factory and the human operator 

to support the operator in performing their tasks with the desired quality, whilst ensur-

ing their well-being. The development of the solutions was permeated with co-creation 

principles, engaging with different stakeholders in manufacturing companies from in-

ception to deployment, where evaluation played a crucial role in collating feedback and 

validation. An outcome of the HUMAN project was a fully integrated industrial AR 

system that aims to increase manufacturing productivity whilst providing support for 

quality assurance (KIT-AR). 

3.1  KIT-AR 

Three distinct end-user organizations contributed to the co-creation process that led to 

the development of KIT-AR: Airbus, Comau and Royo Group.  As shown in Figure 1, 

KIT-AR technology consists of four interactive system modules. 

 

 
Figure 1.KIT-AR system 

3.2 The evaluation studies 

The evaluation studies conducted at the three end-users, had the following lifecycle 

stages: data collection, technical testing, UX testing formative evaluation study and a 

final study. For the purpose of training the reasoning of the KIT-SMART modules, data 



was gathered from multiple sensors and the KIT-AR solution. This data gathering hap-

pened at shop floor level with the operators. It usually came together with the technical 

testing. The particular instance of the KIT-AR solution was tested with operators per-

forming their everyday tasks. Preliminary tuning of KIT-AR occurred during all inter-

actions with initial feedback being obtained from operators. Normally, technical testing 

went together with data collection in the same visit. A particular session to assess the 

UX of the KIT-AR solution, used a mix of quantitative and qualitative methods and 

tools. The aim was to improve iteratively the user interface until one can focus on the 

utility of the solution. With a formative evaluation study, the KIT-AR service was eval-

uated from all aspects, including the perception of utility. In-depth discussion to expand 

the initial responses was carried out to understand the underlying motivation and ex-

plore potential alternatives to inform the subsequent development cycle. At this stage, 

the key assumptions of the final study were validated, namely the KPIs. The final stage 

of evaluation corresponded to the assessment of utility of the KIT-AR solution. The 

chosen KPIs were measured to determine the impact assessment.  

3.3 Lessons learnt 

As a result of the evaluation process in each of the three end-user organizations, several 

lessons were distilled and are succinctly summarized in this section. 

Operators availability and scheduling 

A fundamental reality of conducting evaluation studies in an industrial environment is 

that production will not change due to evaluation. The traditional approach is to reduce 

the impact in production and setup an offline area to setup the experiment for evalua-

tion. However, the human resources are limited, and adequate planning is necessary to 

ensure that sufficient operators are made available for the evaluation study, with the 

company incurring costs for the operator’s time taking part. Another shortcoming of 

offline evaluation is the difficulty to infer transfer of the results into production. When 

considering evaluation in production, scheduling becomes even more stringent as the 

evaluation study cannot determinately impact on the production output as measured by 

the KPIs. In addition, the nature of the task needs to be able to accommodate the over-

head of the evaluation activity to avoid introducing unnecessary stress to the operator 

or risk exceeding the tolerance of the operator and thereby introducing a negative bias 

in the evaluation results. The access to the operator population is severely limited on 

two accounts: motivation of operators and the production planning. Although operators 

are interested in new ways of doing work more efficiently, they are less interested in 

taking part of evaluation studies. This has an impact on operators' approach of using 

novel tools that are not easily integrated into existing work practices without an ade-

quate change management process.  The production planning imposes constraints on 

the availability of operators, thus making quantitative studies extremely difficult to 

carry out. Consequently, one approach used in HUMAN was to conduct qualitative 

studies with real operators and complement the population of potential participants with 

students or workers with different roles. This approach requires an experimental design 

that attempts to characterize the differences between the different subject populations, 



 

thus increasing the credibility of combining the evaluation results from both popula-

tions. Ultimately, one must plan for small number participants and consider the fusion 

of evaluation results from operators and additional participants of different type. It is 

clear that the company cost of the operator’s time, and the impact of using the AR 

solution, needs to be considered in the evaluation study.  

Utility 

Traditionally, evaluation studies are conducted in a session-based manner in well-con-

trolled conditions and with hands-on support from researchers. The real assessment of 

the utility of an AR solution is when the corresponding AR device is left over a period 

of time within easy access of the operators, who then have the option to either use the 

solution or not. Consequently, the operator will only use the solution if it deemed of 

value, with clear benefits in terms of productivity and/or quality by means of doing less 

mistakes. In addition to monitoring of the usage of an AR solution, one can complement 

with relevant tools such as diaries [1]. 

Lack of control 

A key distinguishing aspect of field evaluation versus a laboratory setting is the almost 

excruciating lack of control on the work environment. A manufacturing company will 

not modify the work environment for the benefit of the study, in particular when con-

sidering the study in production and not an offline setting. As part of the evaluation 

methodology adopted in HUMAN, extensive technical testing was carried out to vali-

date the usage of technology considering the constraints of the work environment, such 

as:  

• the production environment had significant impact on the use of wireless connec-

tivity, which enforced edge computing; 

• the HoloLens device (version 1) is highly susceptible to the amount of luminosity 

that had an impact on the rendering of holograms and consequently requiring re-

design of the instruction sets in some cases; 

• The seasonal ambient temperature of the work environment may have an impact 

on the correct functioning of the IAR device. 

In any case, the potential acceptance of any deviations to the work environment requires 

careful negotiation with different stakeholders in the manufacturing company beyond 

the expected operator and managers, extending to include social actors such as trade 

unions. Under no conditions should an evaluation study compromise the health and 

safety regulation of the work environment.    

Quality of user interface and content 

The quality of the user interface has significant impact on the evaluation results and 

consequently, it is highly relevant to have appropriate tools to assess the usability with 

the purpose of ensuring the focus is on the utility of the solution. The expectations of 

operators in a production environment are high and there is less tolerance for poor us-

ability, thus the recommendation is to iteratively improve the solution until a usability 

tool such as SUS [7] indicate that acceptable UX has been achieved. However, even 

then, one should design the effectiveness of the interface design, possibly 



experimenting different variants of the user interface. In addition to the quality of the 

user interface, one needs to consider the quality of the content of the AR solution being 

used. Consequently, it is recommended that the instructions are created by a product 

engineer or individual with appropriate expertise and experience. An alternative is to 

involve experienced operators to co-create the instruction sets. However, irrespective 

of how content is created, it is recommended to conduct heuristic evaluation on the 

quality of the content.  

Onboarding 

The introduction of a new technology, such as AR, requires learning of the solution to 

enable operators to build the appropriate mental model. This onboarding must be con-

sidered when conducting the evaluation to eliminate the learning effect as it will distort 

the results otherwise and possibly introduce bias in the analysis and interpretation of 

the collated data.  

4 Evaluation Guidelines 

Based on the lessons learnt in the HUMAN project, combined with the limited 

knowledge reported in literature concerning IAR evaluation in real work environments, 

a set of four guidelines for evaluating IAR is proposed in the following subsections: 

 

Experimental Design 

A fundamental premise of evaluation of IAR in real manufacturing work environments 

is the fact that the experimental design must accommodate the constraints of the indus-

trial environment in terms of: 

• Technical. The characteristics of the work environment may negatively impact the 

correct operation of the IAR solution. Consequently, it is necessary to accommo-

date adequate testing and piloting of the experimental design. 

• Cost. There is always a cost to the company to run the evaluation with potential 

risk to loss of productivity, exacerbating the cost further. It is necessary to negoti-

ate with the company the financial implications and possibly modify the experi-

mental design to accommodate the cost impact. 

• Participant population. The workers are an extremely scarce resource that impose 

constraints on number of participants affecting the experimental design. Start the 

discussion with production managers early to identify the actual number of partic-

ipants available. Consider the fusion of qualitative results of studies involving 

workers with quantitative results from studies involving non-workers.  

• Production. The production planning dictates when evaluation activities can take 

place and the health/safety regulations cannot be compromised. Consider the need 

to conduct the evaluation study over a long enough period to accommodate the 

production schedule.    

• Return on Investment (ROI). There is a cost of conducting evaluation on the 

shop floor. Understand the needs of the company and manage their expectations 



 

concerning the outcome of the evaluation. Strive to associate evaluation goals to 

the business as it contributes to an understanding of potential ROI. 

Consequently, it is necessary to plan in advance for the evaluation and negotiate with 

the relevant stakeholders, from management to team leaders.  

 

Content Quality 

An IAR solution provides digital overlay of knowledge to workers and traditionally 

assessing the impact of the quality of the content is disregarded when conducting eval-

uation studies. Consider the following two measures: 

• Co-design the instructions with the workers and relevant stakeholders. This re-

duces the impact of poorly designed content; 

• Conduct heuristic evaluation of the content quality with trainers/experienced 

worker. This measure may contribute to the improvement of the quality of the con-

tent or to understand the limitations of the final instance of the content.  

 

Interface and usability 

It is fundamental to ensure that the User eXperience (UX) is well designed so usability 

is not a barrier to utility. Consequently, one should consider the following measures: 

• Strive to improve the UX until the law of diminishing returns applies. This may 

involve changes to the development of the solution or content workarounds; 

• Assess the impact of the different devices on the UX, both from the constraints on 

the interface and the ergonomics; 

• Understand the impact of the UX on the outcome of the evaluation results by doing 

a small pilot and combining it with an heuristic evaluation by UX experts; 

• It is fundamental to have onboarding of the operators in the use of IAR as they 

require a learning period to acquire the mental model of the system.  

 

Execution 

The most well-planned evaluations are subject to the uncertainties of production reali-

ties and as such may disrupt the evaluation activities. As such, it is necessary to be able 

to adapt, but most importantly use every opportunity to gather data and conduct anal-

ysis incrementally to best understand how to make necessary changes to the evaluation 

activities to mitigate the negative impact of disruption. 

Conclusion 

The presented guidelines are not exhaustive, neither comprehensive, but are an initial 

approach that builds upon the experience of two years in conducting iterative evaluation 

studies using IAR. The aim is to provide insights on how to improve evaluation activi-

ties in real industrial work environments towards establishing a good practice of re-

search on the shop floor.  
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